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The Honorable Kenneth M. Carr 
Chairman, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
1717 H. Street N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Mr. Dennis M. Crutchfi1 eld 
Associate Director for Special Projects 
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Sirs: 

I am enclosing a copy of a paper which I prepared on the NRC's 
NOV dated February 1, 1990.  

while I was sent copies of your letters, I was not sent a copy of the Report referred to in Mr. Crutchfield's March 7, 1990 letter, as that letter shows.  

I have no interest in being involved in NRC or TVA affairs. The absence of control and excesses which took place at TVA in 1986, some of which involved the NRC, are in my view, an unfortunate blight on TVA's history. The NRC's NOV is an ill considered action. Except for its impertinence, the NOV could be considered to be based on incompetence or a failure to understand all that was going on at the time.
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March 22, 1990 Statement on Nuclear Reaulatory Conuiuuion mNmC 

Notice of Violation (NOV) Dated February 1, 1990 

NEARLY FOUR YEARS AGO, DURING A MEETING OF THE TVA BOARD WITH THE 

NRC, I STATED FROM THE AUDIENCE THAT THE TVA BOARD AND MANAGEMENT 

HAD DETERMINED THAT CERTAIN DEPARTMENT OF LABOR (DOL) 

WHISTLEBLOWER INITIAL INVESTIGATION CONCLUSIONS HAD BEEN APPEALED 

TO OBTAIN A HEARING AT WHICH TVA COULD GET THE FULL PACTS ON ANY 

RETALIATION AGAINST WHISTLEBLOWERS AND THE NA MES OF ANY TVA 

EMPLOYEES INVOLVED IN ANY SUCH RETALIATION.  

THAT WAS AN ACCURATE STATEMENT OF TVA' S REASON FOR APPEALING 

THESE CASES. THE WRITTEN TRANSCRIPT AND OTHER RECORDS OF THE 

MEETING, AT WHICH THE TVA BOARD WAS PRESENT, SHOW IT WAS 

ACCURATE; A FORMER TVA DIRECTOR INVOLVED IN THE DETERMINATIONS 

AFFIRMED ITS ACCURACY IN A FEBRUARY 14, 1990 L'-TTER TO THE NRC; 

AND THE NRC DOES NOT SAY THAT THE STATEMENT I MADE WAS A 

MISSTATEMENT. THE NRC CONCLUDES, HOWEVER, THAT I HAD A PERSONAL 

VIEW THAT DOL INVESTIGATORS WERE BIASED AND THAT MY NOT STATING 

THAT PERSONAL VIEW WAS AN OMISSION. THE NRC EQUATES THAT 

OMISSION TO A MISSTATEMENT.  

THE NOV'S CONCLUSION THAT I OMITTED TO STATE MY PERSONAL VIEW 

INVOLVES NRC'S DIVINING MY STATE OF MIND. IT WAS MY 

RESPONSIBILITY AS A LAWYER TO REPRESENT TVA AND STATE TVA'S 

POSITION. IF I IN FACT HAD A PERSONAL VIEW DIFFERENT FROM TVA'S,



IT COULD WELL HAVE BEEN IMPROPER FOR ME TO HAVE STATED IT.* A 

LAWYER EMPLOYED BY TVA REPRESENTS TVA, NOT HIMSELF, AND IS AN 

ADVOCATE, NOT A JUDGE.* MOREOVER, I HAVE NO REOLCION OF EVER 

HAVING REACHED A CONCLUSION THAT ALL DOL INVESTIGATORS WERE 

BIASED. NRC EMPLOYEES, INCLUDING ITS HEAD INVESTIGATOR AND 

EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR, WERE INFORMED EITHER BEFORE OR 

CERTAINLY WITHIN A WEEK OF THE MARCH 11, 1986 MEETING OF BIAS IN 

THE CASE OF AT LEAST ONE PARTICULAR DOL INVESTIGATOR, BUT THIS 

DOES NOT SUPPORT ITS STATEMENTS CONCERNING MY VIEWS GENERALLY.  

IN ANY EVENT, THE CORE OF NRC'S ALLEGATION IS THAT I WAS LED BY 

THE VIEWS ATTRIBUTED TO ME TO TAKE CERTAIN ACTIONS--i.e., TO 

RECOMMEND AND "SUCCESSFULLY" ARGUE THAT WVA SHOULD APPEAL ALL DOL 

AREA DIRECTORS' DECISIONS AS A MATTER OF POLICY.* IN FACT, I 

NEVER MADE ANY SUCH RECOMMENDATION OR ARGUMENT, AND NO SUCH 

POLICY WAS EVER ADOPTED. I STATE UNEQUIVOCALLY THAT I DID NOT 

OMIT STATING ANYTHING THAT I THOUGHT WOULD BE RESPONSIVE TO THE 

QUESTIONS PUT TO ME.  

THE NRC'S ALLEGATION CONCERNING A SECOND "CWSSIONO BY ME ARE 

NONSENSE AND MORE OF A SIMPLISM THAN SIMPLE. ^ STATEMENT THAT 

INFORMATION WOULD BE SHARED WHEN A PROCESS WAS COMPLETED IS 

PERFECTLY CONSISTENT WITH A STATEMENT SAID TO HAVE BEEN MADE BY 

ME TO NRC INVESTIGATORS THAT, TO MY KNOWLEDGE, NO MEMBER OF OUR 

STAFF HAD EVER SAID THAT IT WOULD NOT BE SHARED.  

THE NOV IS A DECEPTION AND A "MISERABLE SUBTERFUGE" (BURKE) IN 

FURTHERANCE OF THE NRC STAFF' S EFFORT TO ESCAPE CENSURE OR
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ATTACKS FOR EVADING ITS OWN RESPONSIBILITIES TO PROTECT 

WHISTLEBLOWERS. NRC S CONCLUSION OF A MISSTATEMENT BECAUSE OF A 

NHERE ALLEGED OMISSION; NRC'S DELAY OF FOUR YEARS IN MAKING THAT 

CONCLUSION; AND NRC' S DISREGARD' OF ANY PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE 

FAIRNESS ARE SINGLY OR TOGETHER SUFFICIENT TO GIVE RISE TO AN

INFERENCE OF FRAUD, BAD FAITH OR GROSS ERROR BY NRC.- STATEMENTS

NOW ABOUT WHAT THE NRC "WOULD" HAVE DONE IF IT HAD KNOWN FOUR 

YEARS AGO WHAT IT CLAIMS TO HAVE DISCOVERED THREE AND ONE-HALF 

YEARS AGO, AND ABOUT WHICH IT HAS SINCE DONE NOTHING, IS HERE 

BOMBAST. A DECEPTION NORMALLY WILL *RUN ITSELF TO DEATH#* HAS NO 

EFFECT ON KNOWLEDGEABLE PEOPLE AND, ON THOSE BASES, COULD BE 

IGNORED. UNFORTUNATELY, THE DECEPTION AN4D SUBTERFUGE HERE IS BY 

THE STAFF OF THE REGULATORS OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY, AND IT 

THEREFORE CALLS FOR, IF IT DOES NOT REQUIRE, DETAILED COMMENT.  

IN STATING MY COMMENTS, I SHALL QUOTE PORTIONS OF THE SEPARATE 

STATEMENTS OF THE TWO ALLEGED OMISSIONS DESIGNATED A. AND B. IN 

THE NOV AND THN IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING SUCH QUOTES, COMMENT ON 

THE LANGUAGE QUOTED. IN SO DOING, I WILL FROM TIME TO TIME 

COMMENT ALSO ON PARALLEL BUT DIFFERENTLY PHRASED STATEMENTS IN 

THE LETTER WHICH TRANSMITTED THE NOV TO TVA' S CHAIRMAN RUNYON 

SINCE THE DIFFERENTLY PHRASED STATEMENTS IN THE LETTER FURTHER 

THE DECEPTION AND SUBTERFUGE.
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Page One, First Paracraph, and First Sentence of Second 
Paragraph of A.: 

A. During the April 11, 1986 Coission meeting with 
TVA, several Commissioners requested an 
explanation for TVA's apparent policy of 
appealing all Departmentof Labor (DOL) Area 
Director's decisions concluding that TVA had 
discriminated against its employees in violation 
of Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act 
Of 1974. Mr. Sanger, TVA's General Counsel, 
responded that such appeals were necessary in 
order for TVA to develop a full factual record to 
take appropriate action against individuals 
responsible for the intimidation because TVA had 
been unable to discuss the matters directly with 
all of the allegers.  

TVA's General Counsel failed to inform the 
Commission that he had concluded that DOL's area 
investigators were biased against TVA and that, 
principally for this reason, all DOL Area 
Directors' decisions should be appealed as a 
matter of policy.  

Commuent: 

The NOV incorrectly refers to a meeting on April 11, 1986, which 

is the first indication of the inaccuracy which permeates the 

entire NOV. A written transcript, a copy of which is attached as 

Exhibit 1, shows that such a meeting actually occurred on 

March 11, 1966. That transcript on its first unnumbered page 

contains a "DISCLAIMHER"0 which (1) states that "it may contain 

inaccuracies" (certainly it does contain serious inaccuracies, 

including the misattribution of statements), and (2) admonishes 

that "Expressions of opinion in (it) do not necessarily reflect 

final determination or beliefs.* The transcript a. a that I 

was not a presenter or witness but spoke from the audience. it
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also shown that, as I spoke, I was interrupted on two occasions 

(EX. 1, p. 53 and p. 76), once when following a recess I asked to 

speak further after having been cut off the first time (El. 1, 

p. 73). M4y request to spe ak further was in part motivated by 

hostile and abusive remarks by a NRC employee, Stello, who Was 

also sitting in the audience, and in part by a discussion during 

the recess among TVA Board members, white, myself and others.  

The full Disclaimer statement is: 

D IS CL AI MEZR 

This is an unofficial transcript of a meeting 
of the United States Nuclear Re'pglatory 
Commissuion held on 3/11/66 in the Commission's 
office at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. The meeting was open to public 
attendance and observation. This transcript 
has not been reviewed, corrected, or edited,.  
and it may contain inaccuracies.  

The transcript is intended solely for general 
informational purposes. As provided by 10 CPR 
9.103, it is not part of the formal or 
informal record Of decision Of the matters 
discussed. Expressions of opinion in this 
transcript do not necessarily reflect final 
determination or beliefs. No pleading or 
other paper may be filed with the Commission 
in any proceeding as the result of or 
addressed to any statement or argument 
contained herein, except as the Commission may 
authorize.  

In light of this disclaimer, it is hard to see how the transcript 

could be used as a basis for much of anything. Nevertheless, 

relying four years later on something which NRC indicated at the 

time would not be relied on, the NOV categorizes as an incorrect 

statement, not a statement actually made, but a mere omission to
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* state something which the agency somehow divines an representing 

my state of mind.  

The reference in the quoted paragraph of the Nov to an Oapparent 

policy" in itself suggests error by the NRC. That error in made 

clear by the facts.* TVA. had no policy of appealing all DO!.  

conclusions. The word upolicym does not appear in the 

transcript--in questions by the NRC commissioners or otherwise.  

Thus, the words Oapparent policy" in the Nov1 and also in the 

letter, are simply mRC employees Hay"s and Crutchfield's (see 

footnote 4 for more about them) own concoction of something which 

did not exist--and the initial reference to an Oap :ent policyO 

rather than an actual policy itself reveals the concoction.  

Indeed, the meeting transcript shows affirmatively (Ex. 1, p. 77) 

that "asking for [a) hearing is not done automatically.* in this 

connection, Mr. Richard M. Freeman, who was a member of the TVA.  

Board from August, 1976 Until less than a month before the 

March 11, 1966 hearing, addressed a letter on February 14, 1990 

to the Chairman of the NRC after reading about the Nov in The 

Knoxville Journal. Mr. Freeman's letter appeared in The 

Knoxville Journal on February 22, 1990. and a copy is attached an 

Exhibit 2. in that letter Mr. Freeman stated that *the 

allegations contained in the NRCIs Notice of violation are 

outrageous."I I shall refer to the letter again later, but note 

I. Emphasis is supplied unless otherwise noted.
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here Mr. Freeman's statement in It that *in discussions I had 

with ganger on whether to appeal som of the cases (we didn't 

avveal all such cases) he explained how appeals would further our 

fact finding effort..'2 

The transcript of the March 11, 1966 meeting shows that then TVA 

Chairman Dean, Director Waters and Steve White, the then 

Manager of Nuclear Power, were seated at the "COMMISSION TAILI' 

[Ex. 1, p. 21 while TVA inspector General Zigrousi and I were 

*AUDIENCE SPEAXERSO (Ix. 1, p. 2). The Nov does not fault the 

statements I made about TVA's reason for appealing some 

Department of Labor conclusions. On that matter, the questions 

asked and statements made as shown in the transcript were: 

Commissioner Asselatine: One of the questions 
I have is I understand you have asked for a 
hearing in one of those cases, the case of 
Mansour Guifty7 and I wonder why you felt that 
it was necessary to go that route, and in 

essece pt the burden back on this employee 
tsoshnave to pgrove once again, now having 
convinced the Department of Labor staff that 

2. Because harassment and retaliation is most often subtle and 
carried out in secret and the perpetrators accordingly 
difficult to determine; the complainant not unreasonably may 
be hostile to the agency; the camnplainant for various reasons 
including a lawyer's advice and thse harassing and 
retaliating against employees may stonewall an Investigator; 
and for other reasons, the coercive powers (subp oen a, oaths, 
discovery, etc.) are certainly helpful in obtaining reliable 
and substantial information. These are p roper and 
justifiable reasons for invoking the judicial or 
administrative process. Kromer v. Grant County, 692 7.2d 
686 (7th Cir. 1990).
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be was discriminated against,, that now he's 
got to prove It again In abearing.  

I mean it mocks a bit, if you will forgive me 
for saying so, of the way TVA handled the Dan 
Del ord case.  

MR. WHITI: I'm going to lot the General 
Counsel, Mr.* Herb Sanger, deal with the reauor 
for the appeal.  

MR. SAN =U: we discussed that amonast the 
Bor ndtet In som cases -
73'riamle i1ithiDthe and Thomas case, 
where Steve dismissed Themas, we were able to 
conduct a parallel investigation and find out 
what TVA employees were involved.  

With these three cases, TVA really doesn' t 
know what was involved. The apeole -- the 
three individuals you are, taling about have 
not given TVA the information. The Department 
of Labor decisions are merely conclusory 
decisions. They do not tell us what 
information they have. we don't know what the 
evidence is.  

If Steve had those decisions, he doesn't know 
the people involved in them, and we thought -
it was the Board's and Steve's and my 
discussion. that if we aexec for hearinp. we 
could use that an a way To !ily detemn 
what TVA emloyees were involved in it, &an 
what actually occurred, so that we can act on 
it. That was the reason for that.  

COHM4ISSIOIUR ASSELSTINE: What other options 
do you have available for obtaining 
information about what happened? why can't 
you sit down with those guys? 

MR. VWIITR: Well, let me -- can I answer this?3 

3. This was the first interruption.
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COMMISSIOIIU ASBELSTIN: Sures.

MR. WHITS: Let me just say this, let astell 
ou, you ~asked several questons, and that's 

he oe tht Iwanted 000 to answer.  

Obviously we need to obt th facts.* The first 
thing that I did -- I did relyw things in 
paralel. I askedn mymaagmet, give meyour 
side of what happened.  

I then Immdiately, before even receiving 
that,. turned those over to the inspector 
General, and a few days after turnin them 
over, I asked the vnsector Genmeral out 
those at the tof X! or list and start 
in-v-es*tgati~ng beneath the !acEts.  

And then 

C0OuISSION3R ASSELSTINE: Apparently he didn't 
do that; right? 

MR.- WHITS: No, he's in the process of doina 
that. 4  He's in the Process of mixing those 
investigations right now. (Ex. 1, pp. 52, 53, 
and 54] 

(Brief recess.] 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Please came to order. we 
would like to continue.  

4. The February 1, 1990, issue of The Knoxville News-Sentinel 
(Ex * 3), under the headline TV Officia~l to speed up probes 
of whistle-blowing,u reported that the MC has been critical 
of TVA Inspector General ligrossi for not investigating 
whistleblower complaints once the are filed with the DOL, 
and that Crutchfield, the NRC employee who signed the NOV, 
had stated that employees could be suffer in aassment and 
intimidation from TVA for months while VOL ivestigates the 
camplaints. The article further reported that following a 
meetig In Knoxville among Crutchfield, Ran Bay--M, NRC chief 
of the Office Of Investigations, and Sigrossi, al..rossi had 
agreed to make investigations at the same time DOL was doing 
goo
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B efore we start with QA, I still have a 
question. I understand your general counsel 
13 prepared to clarify the situation, and that 
is a better understanding of why you feel you 

haeto rto hearings on these most icw
intmialoc'rland harassmsent allegaions 

because If you go to hearings, this in itself 
is an inhibitor in getting the results you 
would like. I gather general counsel of TVA 
has nowe comment on that.  

MR. SANCERM I appreciate the opportunity to 
respond to that further.  

TVA's practice has been that whenever there 
was a comlaint, even if it went to the 
Departent? of Labor, TVA would begin its own 
investigation. we did that in the Doka 
matter, for example. The Department of Labor 
went a certain way in investigating that, 
threw the claim out as being time barred, 
filed too late. TVA nevertheless continued 
with that investigation and made its own 
determination, and Steve White then took 
action against the person involved in the 
retaliation.  

Now, with the Smith, Getty (sic) and Sauer 
matters, I think because of the problem that 
Steve identified as those people being 
soMewhat suspect of line management, the have 
not been willing to talk with TVA once %teir 
complaint was filed. So WVA does not have the 
capability of doing the same thing in those 
three cases as wedaid in the Doke and Thomas 
case.  

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why couldn't they be 
encouraged to go to OTC or the Nuclear Safety 
Review staff or some other part of WVA where 
they can pot a feeling of confidence and 
thereby ptovide management with enough so they 
can do the job that they feel needs to be 
done? 

MR. SANGIR: I guess all of that is 
theoretically possible. There are a lot of 
time limits involved here. Labor issues -
they have a 30-day period, and then TVA gets
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* what is, in effect, is a rne-line decision 
frE Labor that says you did it or your didn't 
do it. Then TVA has five days in whic it 
either has to accept it and move with it or 
ask for a hearing. You know, in the most 
perfect of worlds, we would have all that 
information. we have not had it, and we were 

searcing.if-those are ways of getting the 
sý kin of information that Steve 1whitej 
wants out of a hearing, certainly I thinkc th~at 
it would-We satisfactory, whatever way we can 
get the information.  

CWI34AN PALLADINO: I certainly would 
encourage seeking other ways of getuting the 
information because a hearing could take a 
while, and meanwhile these people don' t know 
where they stand, and I'm not sure you are 
getting the message across that you want to 
get

M5. SANGE: I might indicate that in the one 
hearing TVA just had, and Commissioner 
Asselstine, the Delord case, I think I would 
like to point out that Mr. Delord himself has 
pointed out that the problem was with the line 
management. in the hearing he felt that that 
was handled by TVA in a fair way.  

CMWISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I appreciate that, 
Herb, H~t at the same time, I think the 
perception has to be, and particularly ycur 
role and the role of your office as the 
defender of the Agency's [WVA's 3 position had 
to be that throughout the Delord matter, hare 
was WVA marching right down this line, 
fighting every step of the way, fighting the 
Labor staff's findings, fighting the 
administrative law judge's determination, 
fighting the Secretary of Labor's 
determination, fighting all the way throu., h 
the Sixth Circuit. I think you have got to 
get out of that mode.  

MR. SANGER: It is always a management 

judMet as to whether an aD~yeal or a hearing in txen.It In not tSe lawyer's judamen-t.
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CONIISSIOHER ASSRLSTIW:. -That is true, 
although when1 16lok a"-,.a page WWUe 
February 5- 19&1 Nucleorivs -Week, you are the 
one that got stuck with having to make the 
argument.  

MR. 6ANGE: ab Yes.0 

COMOISSIONU MSELSTIMI -jSICj : 

[MR. UNGER:] -we found harassment in the Doka 
case, and the harasring individual was 
dismissed. We found managwime1t problemas in 
other cases, and various actionv were taken 
with regard to those managers. -in two 
Department of Labor investigations--you see, 
the action that wan-proposed of asking for 
hearing in not- done automatically. in two 
of those -cases that were-related to De~ord, 
and that is tMindel and Bleviax, they raised 
complaints recently that am a result of their 
support of DeFord, adverse action was taken 
against them. They came to us. we-had those 
facts, and they were correct.  

MR. WHITE: Let me interrupt you for a 
second.6 what we are doing is we are talking 

5. The transcript here inaccurately attributed the 
continuation of my remarks to Commissioner Asselstine.  

6i. This is the second interruption of my remarks. The 
significance of pointing out these interruptions is to show 
that TVA' s primary presenter, White, viewed the whistleblower 
questions as historical and interruptive of what he wanted to 
talk about as TVA's principle presenter at that meeting. if 
White had another reason why he wanted some DOL conclusions 
appealed, he had every opportunity to state it. Some 
individuals may have had various and other views about why an 
appeal should be taken but any such reasons of theirs, as 
well as my own, would not be material or relevant. The TVA 
Board determined what appeals would be taken and two of its 
three members, Freeman and waters, were lawyers. it was my 
impression as General-Counsel that the Board was committed to 
acting decisively with employees who retaliated against 
whistleblowers. However, it wanted to have the information 
necessary to sustain any such action.
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aborit history. I really need t o nwt 
- the presentation. . In. 1. Ipp. 73, 7P, 

75, 76, 77, &.4. 78) 

Director Waters himself said: 

The only way we can Set their evidence in to 
a22nti. Is-that right? [Ex. 1, p. 591 

The quoted paragraph of the NOV--and the similar second paragraph 

of the _letter--totally distort the record by taking what was said 

with regard tp three particular whistleblower cases and applying 

it to whisrtleblower casesu generally. This distortion is in the 

face of a perfectly clear distinction in the transcript: 

Jr. Sanger . . . TVA's practice has been that 
whenever there was a complaint, TVA would 
begin its own investigation. we did that in 
the 2)oka matter, for example, the Department 
of Labor went a certain way in investigating 
that, threw the claim out as being time 
b~rred, filed too late. TVA nevertheless 
continued with that investgtinan ad t 
own determination,* and Steve white then took 
action against the person Involved in the 
ret~alation.  

Now, with the Smith, Getty (sic) and Sajuer 
matters, I think because of the problem that 
Steve iftn'tified as those people being 
somewhat suspect of line management, they 
have not been willing to talk with WAonce 
their complaint was filed (with DOL]. So WVA 
does not have the capability of doing t5e
same-thing in those three cases as we did not 
thie D-oka and Thomas case (Ex. 1, pp. 73-74; 
see also Ex. 1, pp. 52-53).  

In short, what I said was that in a few particular whistleblower 

cases, the TVA board and management had determined that appeals 

should be filed because the employees involved had refused to
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talk to TVA personnel after the DOL complaints were filed. 7 

The initial DOL decisions were purely conclumory, and appeals 

hearings offered a mans for TVA to obtain the full facts 

concorning any retaliation that had taken place against these 

employees and the identities of TVA employees involved in any 

such retaliation. This was an accurate statement and the NRC 

does not now suggest otherwise. However, the statement or 

implication in the above quoted excerpt from the NOV attributing 

to me a statement that TVA had adopted a upolicy" or "apparent 

policyu of appealing cases generally "to develop a full factual 

record .. because TVA had been unable to discuss the matters 

directly with all of the allegers" is false. I made no such 

statement and there was no such policy.  

This point was clearly made by Mr. Freeman in his letter of 

February 14, 1990 to Chairman Carr of the NRC referred to above: 

it was the Board of Directors which made the 
decisions on whether to appeal Department of 
Labor "whistle blower" cases. The reasons 
said to be given at the 1986 NRC meeting by 
Sanger for filing appeals was entirely 
correct. In discussions I had with Sanger on 
whether to appeal som of the cases (we didn't 
appal all such cas~es), he explained FE
appeas WulfrIR~hi~ our fact-finding 
efforts. I assure you that in makino the 
decisions, I did not have in mind any feeling 
tMat the Departmen of -Labor was biamed.  

7. See Ex. 4 pointing out that they were doing so at least in 
some instances on the advice of the employees, own counsel.
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This statement by Mr. Freeman also disposes of the allegation in 

the Nov that I *failed to inform the Commission" of my 

Oconclus(ion] that DOL's area investigators were biased against 

TVA and that, principally for this reason, all DOL area 
director' s should be appealed as a matter of policy. U It 

disposes also of the parallel statements in Crutchfield's letter 

that 001 developed substantial evidence that [I] had concluded 

that DOL'S area investigators were biased against TVA, and that 

"with this as a primary reason, Mr. Sanger strenuously an~d 

successfully argued within TVA that all DOL area director's 

decisions should be appealed as a matter of policy.* As I said at 

the beginning of this response, I have no recollection of every 

concluding that all of DOL's area investigators were biased.8 

8. M~y recollection is that at least two non-trial attorneys in 
my office believed that a particular DOL investigator was 
biased (the DOL investigator had made some kind of reference* 
to WVA or one or more WVA attorneys as Nazis), and from that 
experience and relations they had with other DOL 
investigators, they may have viewed other DOL investigators 
as biased. The NRC. as wall as DOL, was aware-of this Nazi 
reference, including specifically Hayes and Cunningham, who 
was then NRC's executive legal director and one of its 
lawyers who attended the March 11, 1986 meeting. I do not 
recall the views, if any, related to me by trial lawyers but 
lawyers as a group, and trial lawyers in particular, often 
generalize about the disposition or bias of their 
counterparts, investigators and judges and seek ways to 
overcome or capitalize on what they perceive to be the 
situation in this regard. I did not personally handle any of 
the whistleblower investigations conducted by my office.  
(There were over 70 lawyers in my office at its peak, which 
was responsible for handling all of TVA's legal problems, 
including its litigation). I had little, if any,* contact 
with any DOL investigator, and no personal knowledge of any 
DOL bias. Any information I had would have been based on 
what individual attorneys told me.

-is-
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But in any event, NRC'x allegation combines two distinct 

elements: OTVA's General Counsel failed to inform the Coummission 

that he had concluded that DOL's area investigators -are biased 

against TVA and that, principally for this reason, all DOL area 

director's decisions should be appealed as a matter of policy." 

Crutchfield's letter combines the same two elements in two 

separate sentences, the first stating an allr 7ed conclusion by me 

as to bias, and the second that Owith the [bias] as a primary 

reason, Mr. Sanger strenuously ead successfully argued within TvA 

for appeals in all cases as a matter of policy.* As this 

two-part allegation implicitly recognizes, any subjective 

conclusion on my part as to bias could be material only if it 

affected my actions in the respects alleged.  

In fact, I never concluded that wall DOL Area Director's 

decisions should be appealed as a matter of policy;" I never 

argued within TVA for such a policy, "strenuously and 

successfully" or otherwise; and despite Crutchfield's use of the 

word "successfully," no such policy existed. The allegations 

in the NOV and Crutchfield's letter are thus simply untrue.  

Crutchfield's letter also states that "the investigation 

developed no evidence that the responses given by (Sanger) at the 

Comrmission meeting or to the investigators had been discussed 

with or concurred in by other TVA senior executives." This is 

fantastic. As I have already noted, the two then members of 

TVA's Board, as well as White, its manager of Nuclear Power, were



TVA's presenters at the March 11, 1966, meeting. They heard the 

statements I made and indicated no disagreement with them; 

indeed, both white and Director waters affirmatively indicated 

support for part of them.  

In addition, my appointments calendar for 1966 shows that on 

Monday, January 27, 1986; Friday, February 21, 1966; Monday, 

February 24, 1986; and Monday, March 17, 1986, there were 

meetings scheduled on handling whistleblower cases involving 

TVA's Board members, Willis (its then General Manager), White, 

Zigrossi, and myself. There were additional meetings on that 

specific topic scheduled on January 8, 1986 and January 27, 1986, 

and whistleblower matters were discussed at other regularly 

scheduled Board coordination meetings and other meetings, 

although I do not have the records to show whether I attended all 

such meetings..  

It was TVA's practice to write a memorandum recording the 

conclusions at such meetings and assigning responsibility for 

action. I no longer have access to TVA's records, but it is my 

recollection that a memorandum was written and placed in the 

file, following its review by the participants, which records the 

same reason for appealing some DOL conclusions that I stated at 

the March 11, 19866, meeting. (I asked TVA for a copy of that 

memorandum but have not received it.) following the March 11, 

1986, meeting, I wrote a letter dated May 12, 1966 (Eu. 4) to the 

NRC in which I stated:
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Finally, Mr. White and I accurately 
represented the nature of the hearing which 
can be requsted. The Commission includes at 
least one layr, and its aemeral Counsel as 
well as the Zzecutive Legal Director were 
present. During the March 11 meeting, there 
was an apparent suggestion that by asking for 
a hearing--which in a part of the process 
prescribed by Congress for resolving such 
claimus--TVA was in same way acting Improperly.  

As we explained, a hsarin g prmits TVA to 
obtain information on which it can act when 
the necessar into-mat ion is not availaffle to 
TVA from an ivestlyation of its own and the 
Department of Labor's invesa-t otion 
determination IN meenf (as it always has been 
so far) merely conclusory.

A hearing parmits each party to elicit and 
present facts and arguments. That is an 
integral pa rt of the administrative and 
judicial litigative process in this country.  
It is, of course, a lawyer's duty to fully 
present a case on which the lawyer is engaged.  
We make no apology for carrying out that duty.  
Our psit ion at the March 11 meeting and now 
is thoat if at any stage of the investigative, 
hearing, or review process TVA has sufficient 
information from which it can determine that a 
prohibited act has occurred, WVA will act 
without the necessity of a decision by the 
Department of Labor or any other tribunal.  

We have previously informed the Commission 
that TVA has a formal, written policy adopted 
on the initiative of its Board of Directors in 
1960. It expresses a firm prohibition against 
any harassment of Individuals who express 
their views, as well as a commitment to 
discipline any employees found to be harassing 
others. Basic fii-rness, as well as the lew, 
to both those claiming harassment and those 
against whom it is alleged, dictates that WVA 
shold have subetantial information that 
harassment has occurred and that one who in 
alleged to have engaged in it has done so. We 
regret t hat same react negatively to WVA's 
following the prescribed statutory proc~ess for 

detrmiingthese matters when the facts are 
not otherwise available to it.
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This letter was coordinated in TVA at least wamng White, Willis, 

and the Board. TVA's records contained an indication of approval 

by each to mail the letter. Indeed, White wrote a separate 

letter (Ex. 5) to the NRC, dated May 13, 1986, in which he said: 

I am in receipt of a copy of Lynne Bernabeils 
April 10 letter to you concerning my testimony 
before the NBC on March 11, 1966. I have read 
and agree with Herbert S. Sanger, Jr.'s (TVA's 
Gieneral Counsel) cemuents on Ms.- Bernabei I 
letter contained in his letter to you dated 
Way 12. However, since Ms. Bernabei made a 
number of statements involving me personally, 
I consider it appropriate that I provide you 
with my own brief couvnents. 9 

Both White's letter and my letter show internal copy ditstribution 

to TVA's Washington office and four copies to Willis in 

accordance with TVA's practice (one for Willis, and three others 

for him to distribute to Dean, Waters, and the files of the 

office of the then vacant director's position). The letter of 

course stated TVA's position, not its lawyers' position, although 

at the risk of being accused of another Nomission,v I add that i 

participated in draft tng the letter and agreed with it then and 

9. White's and my letters were in direct eesponse to a letter to 
NRC from a lawyer named Lynne Bernabei. Characteristically, 
in keeping with its pattern of deception, Crutchfield's 
letter refers to the Dernabei letter without making any 
mention of White's and my replies. This is also true of the 
first paragraph of the synAsin" of the 01 investigation 
attached to th Crutchfield leotter.
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continue to do 30.1-0 Finally, it is my recollection that very 

close to the March 11, 1986, meeting, oD one or more occasions, I 

discussed TVA's appeals of some DOL conclusions with Cunningham, 

who as I have said was then the agency's Executive Legal Director 

and one of its lawyers who attended the March 11, 1986, ,ieeting.  

A memorandum was prepared on that discussion, but I do not have 

any confident current recollection of its contents (I asked for a 

copy of it).  

Thus, at the March 11, 1986, hearing, the only two then TVA Board 

members, Dean and Waters were present sitting at the Commission 

table as direct participants (both made prepared statements and 

10. of course, TVA lawfully could have had additional reasons for 
appealing, and individual managers or other employees could 
have had other reasons; in a large organization, the 
knowledge and perception of employees at different levels is 
different because of varying access to information, 
directness of participation and the resulting degrees of 
understanding.  

it appears to me that NRC may have a estate of mind* that 
even though TVA has a statutory right to appeal VOL 
whistleblower conclusions, its doing so is intrinsically 
wrong. Such a "state of mind," in my view, would be 
shocking. TVA, no less than any other litigant, may avail 
itself of the legal remedies authorized by law. As Ipointed 
out in my Way 12, 1966 letter, lernabei's claims are those of 
an advocate interested in a result favorable to her clients.  
That is a kind of bias. Her argument is that TVA should pay 
when the DOL area director makes a conclusion and not avail 
itself of the further process for adjudicating those claims.  
The February 4, 1990 Knoxville News-Sentinel (Sx. 6) reported 
that she has represonted about ý4 TYAeployees,w and tOhat 
overall "TVA lawyers say they have won 23 cases, lost twc and 
settled 27." if that report is correct and TVA had followed 
the practice urged upon the NRC as proper by DUrn&be in hwc 
ox parts discussions with agency Commissioners and staff, TVA 
would have improperly paid ratepayers' money in 23 of 25 cases 
litigated.
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otherwise participated), White was the lead presenter, and 

Zigrossi was in the audience, as I was; I stated the reason for 

appealing some DOL conclusions; Director Waters, sitting at the 

table, made a statement quoted pbove at page 13, which 

rhetorically echoed the reason that I stated for the appeals; no 

TVA representatives chose to contradict my statement or state a 

different reason; the two top NRC lawyers were presrnt and did 

not ask if there were any other reason for the appeals (X would 

like to-assume that they did not ask me about a personal view 

because they realized that such a question would have been 

improper); there was a memorandum in TVA's files which recorded 

the reason I stated as being the reason for the appeals; White 

and I wrote letters confirming the reason that I stdted for the 

appeals; and I discussed the appeals with the NRC~s Executive 

Legal Director at or about the time of the March 11, 19866 

meeting. Despite this unequivocal TVA action, Crutchfield's 

letter transmitting the Nov to TVA's Chairman Runyon continues 

the pattern of deception by stating as previously indicated, 

that: 

Mr. Sanger has since left TVA and the 
investigation developed no evidence that the 
responses given by him at the Commission maeting 
or to the investigators had been discussed with 
or concurred in by other TVA senior executives.11 

11. in light of the then contemporaneous written record and 
former Director Freeman's current affirmation of TVA's reason 
for appealing some VOL conclusions, TvA should consider the 
implications of this conclusion carefully lest the NRC 
(Crutchfield and Hayes), when it has another occasion to 
rationalize a deficiency of its own, hereafter concludes that 
any failure by TVA to say the NRC is wrong constitute. an 
omission uhich is a deli rate misstatement.
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Crutchfield s deception and subterfuge thus assumes that TVA will 

not examine the transcript of the meeting and its own records, 

that neither TVA nor any other person such au former Director 

Freemen who knew and recalls the actual facts will dare 

contradict the NRC, that although four years have passed I have 

neither any records nor any recollection, and that for all of 

these reasons the deception and subterfuge can be advanced 

without challenge to its perpetrators.  

Page One, Second Paragraph, Second Sentence of A." 

Further, Mr. Sanger failed to inform the 
Commnission that TVA's Office of the General 
Counsel had conducted indepeadent 
investigations of several of these cases and 
independently developed substantia.± evidence 
on the culpability of individual supervisors.  

if this sentence refers to whiutleblcwer casris generally, as 

indicated above I certainly did doeseriboi at the 1966 hearing 

instances in which my office had inceopendently developed evidence 

of supervisor culpability--and TVA h&4 acted on it: 

Mr. Sanger (wrongly stated in the transcript 
as *Commissioner Asselvitine"). We found 
harassment in the Doka case (which DOL had 
held to be time-barred], end the harassing 
individual was dismissed. we found management 
problems in other cases, and various actions 
were taken with regard to those managoers In 
two Department of Labor cases--yuo the 
action that was vrooosod of askn ror -a"n 
is not done automaticall. -in two or those 
cases that wore relatedt oDelord, end that is 
Mindel and ilevins, they raised complaints 
recently that as a result of their support of 
Deford, adverse action was taken against them.  
They came to us. we had those facts, end they 
were correct (Zx.1, pp. 77-78).
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* I also at another point described the process of investigating 

and reporting of results to the board and linie managers, and 

noted: 

Then, I have been very free about making that 
information available to the NRC staff people.  
I have made available all of my reports to 
them. (EX. 1, p. 44).  

if the sentence refers to useveralu of the the particular 

cases in which TVA took appeals because the individual employees 

claiming harassment had refused to discuss their grievances with 

us once they had filed DOL complaints, then the obvious fact is 

that the cases were pending and whatever evidence we may have 

developed was incomplete--indeed, could not possibly be complete 

until the evidence of the complainants themselves had become 

available and could be investigated. Crutchfield's accompanying 

letter states that 001 developed evidence that TVA's Office of 

the General Counsel had conducted independent investigations and* 

developed substantial evidence of harassment and intimidation.* 

This statement as to evidence *developed" by 01 is of a piece 

with that concerning "011[s! develop(ment of] substantial 

evidencen discussed in footnote S.  

The fact that some evidence of harassment had been developed 

would be meaningless if, an sometimes happens, later uncovered 

evidence disproved it or provided some not immediately apparent
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justification. For thlat reason, I believe any public statements 

of facts based on partial investigations still in progress would 

be unfair to all concerned and wholly improper. Crutchfield is 

apparently untroubled by such inhibitions, but I regard that as 

irrelevant. The question of vhether it is fair and proper to 

refer publicly to what are, at best, still tentative inferences 

as to the culpability of individuals is a matter of personal 

view as to what constitutes substantial evidence and fundamental 

principles of fairness, ethics and justice. I make no apologies 

for holding different views on these points than Crutchfield's.  

Further, I do not know what Crutchfield means by "substantial 

evidence" in this context. Evidence would be adequate only if it 

were sufficient to justify and sustain some TVA action. TVA had 

the unfortunate experience, about which NRC employees were 

informed, of determining that a TVA employee had acted improperly 

and taking an adverse action against him, only to have a fact 

finding tribunal thereafter determine that TVA had acted wrongly 

4-in taking such action. This is what I meant by the statement in 

my May 12, 1986 letter to the NRC (Ex. 4) that: 

We have previously informed the Commisision 
that TVA has a formal, written policy adopted 
on the initiative of its Board of Directors in 
1980. It expresses a firm.prohibition against 
any harassment of individu al who express 
their views, as well as a coummitment to 
discipline any employees found to be harassing 
others. Basic fairness, as well as the law,
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to both thorse claiming harassment and those 
against whom it is a eed, dictates that TVA 
should have substatl information that 
harassment has occurred and that one who is 
alleged to have engaged in it has done no. we 
regret that some react negatively to TVA's 
following the prescribed statutory process for 
determining these matters when the facts are 
not otherwise available to it.  

The importance of this point is underscored by the fact that the 

Administrative Procedure Act mandates that the reviewing court 

"shall . . . hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings,_ 

and conclusions found to be-- (A) aribitria-ry-, capricious, an abuse 

of discretion . . . .~ 5 U.S.C.A. S 706 (1977). In Bowman 

Transportation, Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Freight System, Inc., 419 

U.S. 261, 284 (1975) the Supreme Court held: OThe District Court 

properly concluded that, although an agency' s finding may be 

supported by substantial evidence . . . it may nonetheless 

reflect arbitrary and capricious action." TVA and its lawyers, 

not NRC, are responsible for sustaining WvA actions in court. Ii 

Crutchfield actually suggesting that NRC--and specifically he and 

01's investigators--should nevertheless be the determiner of when 

evidence is sufficient to have such actions judicially sustained? 

Thus, the statement in the quoted Nov paragraph that I failed to 

inform the coummissioners that TVA's Office of the General Counsel 

had conducted investigations is unquestionably wrong. The 

transcript of the March 11, 1986, meeting so shows [Ex. 1, 

pp. 42, 52, 53]; I explained in my May 12, 1986, letter to NRC
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the extent to which investigations had been completed, based on 

information supplied by the attorney. who did the investigations, 

one of whom initially drafted or participated in drafting that 

letter as shown by the initials on it; I explained my view that 

no investigation (of the employees being discussed) had been 

completed at the time of the March 11, 1986, meeting or the May 

12, 1986, letter; I stated the view I held then and hold now, 

that a proper investigation can hardly be completed without 

obtaining information from the person in whose interest and on 

whose complaint it in being conducted; and white told the NRC 

commnission that he turned the cases over to Zigrossi and asked 

him to "put those at the top of your list" (Ex. 1, p. 53].  

Surely, an NRC which waits until 1990 to make a conclusion 

(erroneous in nature) based on a person's state of mind which it 

says it knew in 1986, can understand that no investigation was 

completed by March 11, 1986 of complaints which had been filed 

before the DOL only a short time before and from which a decision 

by the Secretary of Labor made on the record after notice and 

opportunity for public hearing would be forthcoming in any event 

within 90 days of receipt of the complaint. (I do not now know 

the exact time when the complaints were made or filed.) In this 

connection, the Court in English v. General Elec. Co., 683 F.  

Supp. 1006, 1014 (E.D. N.C. 1988) said that it was "impressed 

with the spe ed with which charges brought pursuant to Section 210 

must be resolved." Crutchfield's statement about what the NRC
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* *would" have done can only be considered am the cant of an 

ineffective regulator seeking an excuse. The Section 210 

procedure, an the Court in English indicated, requires a speedy 

result and one undoubtedly more speedy than most investigations.  

Compare it to the four years consumed by the NRC here.  

Page One, Second Paragraph, Third Through Sixth Sentences of A.: 

Theme omissions were material. when this 
Commuission meeting was held, the issue of 
harassment and intimidation at TVA facilities 
was a major focus of the Commuission. There 
were concerns that automatic appeals of cases 
delayed justice to the employees and that 
theme actions by the licensee raised questions 
as to the fairness of TVA's handling employee 
concerns. Further, the TVA policy created the 
appearance of unfairness and arbitrarinesm.  

Commnents: 

There was nothing material about any claimed omissions. The NRC 

had all the information in 1986 that it has now. Indeed, it 

actually had more information than TVA. It had access to the 

"full and complete files from the Department of Labor* and TVA 

did not (Ex. 1, p. 61). Once again, the Nov refers to a TVA 

"policy" of "automatic appeals," impliedly based on my alleged 

belief that all cases should be appealed. I have already pointed 

out that there was no policy of automatic appeals, that I did 

not hold the belief attributed to me, and that in any event it 

was the TVA board, not I, which determined whether particular 

cases should be appealed or not appealed.
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Paae One. Seconid Paragraph. Last Two Sentences of A.: 

Had the Commnission known the actual reasons 
for TVA's actions, the Coummission would have 
investigated and considered the matter 
further. For these reasons, Mr. Sanger's 
answers were so misleading and incomplete as 
to be deliberately false and constituted a 
material false statement within the meaning of 
Section 186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as amended.  

Comments: 

An pointed out above, the Commission did know the lactualm 

reasons for TVA's Nactual" actions.  

But this point aside, the timing involved renders these 

statements in the Nov ludicrous. The brief synopsis of the 01 

investigation report does not state when it was made. However, 

the first compl.ete sentence on page 2 of the NOV shows that it 

was conducted in the Summner of 1986. Therefore, the NRC "knew" 

then everything it claims to know now--and did precisely nothing' 

about it for three and one-half years thereafter.  

In effect, Crutchfield is now maying through hia Nov and letter: 

"We knew three and one-half years ago that Sanger omitted to 

state certain alleged facts about which we have until now done 

nothing. But if we had only known about much omitted alleged 

facts from Sanger himself four years ago, instead of from our own 

investigation three and one-half years ago, we would have done a 

great deal."
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This is utterly absurd on its face and the absurdity in itself 

totally destroys Crutchfield's alleged violation "A.0 

The second violation alleged in the NOV reads as follows: 

Pages 1-2, B: 

in response to questions from the NRC Office 
of Investigations (01) investigators regarding 
the degree of cooperation and tt nature of 
interaction between the TVA office of the 
General Counsel (TVAOGC) and its inspector 
General (TVAIG) in investigating harassment 
and intimidation (HSI), Mr. Sanger stated to 
01 investigators that, to his knowledge, no 
member of TVAOGC had %.. ,er stated that TVAOGC 
would refuse to share information on such 
cases with TVAIG. These responses were made 
in 01 interviews dated July 2 and 21, 1986 and 
September 25, 1986. [As I indicated above, I 
cannot confirm the July 2 and September 25, 
1986, meetings. My calendar does show a 
meeting with the TVAIG on July 2, 1986.] 

Mr. Sanger failed to inform 01 on these 
occasions that he had stated that he would 
refuse to share the results of TVAOGC 
investigations and associated depositions with 
TVAOIG until after the appeal process was 
completed. Had the NRC been aware of the 
stated refusal by TVAOGC to provide 
information to TVAIG, the agency would have 
further pursued the effectiveness and ability 
of the new Inspector General to function as 
had been described to the NRC. The NRC also 
would have further pursued the effectiveness 
of the TVA's general corrective action program 
in dealing with employee concerns. For these 
reasons, Mr. Sanger's answers were so 
misleading and incomplete as to be 
deliberately false and constituted a material 
false statement within the meaning of Section 
186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended.
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Commuent: 

This conclusion about an omission is so rolled together an to be 

virtually unintelligible. As I understand it, the agency is not 

here complaining about an omission at its March 11, 1986, 

meeting. The allegation is that I stated during interviews 

with reprisentatives of NRC 01 in the Summer of 1986 that *to [my] 

knowledge, no member of the TVAOGC had ever stated that TVAOGC 

would refuse to share information on such (I am not sure of the 

antecedent to 'such') cases with the TVAIG,* but "failed to 

inform 01 on these occasions (presumably this means the occasions 

of the interviews) that he had stated that he would refuse to 

share the results of TVAOGC investigations and associated 

depositions with TVAOIG until after the appeal process was 

completed." This tortuous NRC statement amounts to a pyramiding 

scheme, and of course, contains a complete non-sequitur since it 

does not even indicate in what contexts or with respect to what 

cases the alleged first statement to 01 and the alleged second 

statement to some unidentified third party or parties were made.  

First, there is no inconsistency in the statements. Presumably, 

if the agency's convoluted pyL,.nid is accurate, I told 01 what 

attorneys in our office had told me. Thus, a statement that 

information would be shared when a process was completed is 

perfectly consistent with a statement that, to my knowledge, no 

member of our staff had ever stated that it would not be shared.
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I can well imagine having said to 01 investigators that my staff 

attorneys had assured me they had not stated that my office would 

never refuse to share information with TVA's Inspector General.  

I can also imagine having said that the responsibility for 

conducting a DOL appeal was with my office rather than with the 

1G. There would be nothing in any way inconsistent between such 

statements, or between various other similar ones which might 

have been made. 1 2 

Crutchfield's accompanying letter adds no particulars, but states 

that "after interviews with the TVA Inspector General and others 

01 concluded that Mr. Sanger had deliberately mislead (sic) the 

investigators during the course of the 01 investigation." The 

"synopsis" of the 01 report is equally uncommnunicative, stating 

only that "this investigation determined that the TVA General 

Counsel intentionally misled the Commission regarding TVA's 

handling of these =RA complaints and knowingly provided false 

testimony to the O1 investigator. during the course of this 

investigation.* 

12. The matter amounts to something less than a tempest in a 
teapot in any event. Once it had been decided to appeal a 
DOL area director's decision, it became inevitable that the 
facts would be developed quasi-judicial.~y and a determination 
made on such appeal. The IG would certainly not have been 
expected to pursue an investigation based on trial 
preparation materials before administrative hearings were 
complete and a decision--which had to be rendered 
promptly--was made. Indeed, as pointed out In footnote 4, 
prior to February of this year he apparently made no 
investigations concurrently with DOL investigations, and 
prior to any area director's decision and conclusion to 
appeal it.
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What *O1 concludedo would not establish anything. If this is 

still America--as I am convinced it is--how can the name of an 

individual be publicly blackened on the basis of a farrago of 

nothings such an thoue contained in the NRC NOV, letter, and 

seynopsisu almost four years after the alleged events are said to 

have occurred? In Greene v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474, 496 (1959), 

the Supreme Court stated: 

Certain principles have remained 
relatively iummutable in our jurisprudence.  
One of these is that where governmental 
action seriously injures an individual, 
and the reasonableness of the action 
depends on fact findings, the evidence 
used to prove the Government's case must 
be disclosed to the individual so that he 
has an opportunity to show that it is 
untrue.  

Here, NRC's NOV has purported to make injurious fact findings 

without bothering to disclose anything, let alone giving me any 

opportunity to make a timely response. Moreover, the *findings*.  

relate to matters almost four years old. I have no present 

recollection of discussing anything relating to sharing of 

information with the IG during the meetings I am said to have had 

with 01 on July 2 and 21, 1966, and September 15, 1966, and I am 

not even sure that all three meetings in fact took place. my 

appointments calendar for that year does show a meeting with "Dan 

Murphy/Leo Norton--NRCO on July 21, 1986. It does not confirm 

any meeting with 01 on July 2, 1966. On September 25, 1986, 1 

was no longer employed by TVA (which raises the obvious
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incidental question as to how anything said or not said on that 

date could possibly relate to an NOV directed to TVA or me). my 

appointments calendar does show a meeting on July 2, 1966 with a 

Jack Blair and an Allen Wilhoit, both of whohm were employees of 

zigrossi, not NRC. I have already referred (in footnote 4) to 

The News-Sentinel article of February 1, 1990, reporting on 

a meeting among Crutchfield, Hayes and Zigrossi, which led to 

Zigrossi'x agreement to begin--four years after white said at the 

March 11, 1986 meeting that Zigrossi was to put them at the "top 

of (his] list"--to investigate whistleblower complaints at the 

same time DOL was investigating them. 1, of course, have no way 

of knowing whether the July 2, 1986 meeting I had with Zigrossils 

employees was converted by the NOV into a meeting with NRC's 01 

investigators or whether, if this did occur, it was somehow 

related to the several year delay by Crutchfield, Hayes and 

Zigrossi in developing any concerns about prompt investigations 

of whistleblower complaints.  

While my appointment calendar was kept by office personnel and 

accordingly does not fully extend into September 1966 when I was 

no longer an employee of TVA, I do recall that another former TVA 

attorney and I met at some time after we left TVA with some 

persons who identified themselves as NRC representatives. I do 

not recall their names, but their stated purpose in meeting with 

us was a far different one than the subject tf the NOV--namely
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to, among other things. support their conclusion that NRC 

commissioners had pressured TVA to employ White and other TVA 

contractor employees..  

Finally, the matter of relationships between my off ice and that 

of the IG three and one-half years ago could not possibly be 

material. Responsibility for investigating TVA whistleblower 

complaint, was placed upon the Inspector General before the 

March 11, 1966 meeting. (See Ex. 1, the Transcript of March 11, 

1986 meeting at 53, 55-57, 79). Here again, the NRC know three 

and one-half years ago whatever it claims to know now. During 

that three and one-half year period NRC did precisely nothing, as 

evidenced by the February 1, 1990 Knoxvlle News-Sentinel article 

referred to earlier. For NRC to theorize now about what it would 

have done if it had learned from me what it claims to have 

learned from its investigators is. once again, ludicrous, and can 

serve no possible purpose except as a very l ame alibi for NRC's 

own delay. Perhaps Crutchfield and Hayes would do better to 

consider the beams in their own eyes instead of searching wi.ldly 

for reasons to say that four years ago there was a mote in mine.  

Conclusion: 

The NOV is precisely what former TVA Director Freeman said it 

was--outrageous. It in supposedly based on interviews, but no 

signed state~mets have been provided. (if 01 obtained no signed
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statements--and certainly I was never asked for one--but relied 

rather on some anonymous investigator's conclusions of what 

someone told him in an interview, its investigation technique is 

in my opinion improper. Such a technique results in the 

distortion of information because of the investigator's personal 

interpretation of what was said, and the investigator's inherent 

biases. The party gamie of showing the distortion involved in one 

person's telling a story and relating it to another, etc.  

illustrates this point).  

I have not been an employee of TVA since 1986; and to the best of 

my knowledge, as well as by the NRC's Nov, no one has talked to 

me about the matter since September 25, 1986. indeed, although 

NRC investigator Mayes mentioned it in a hearing in 1988 in 

response to a question which it seems obvious Mayes had asked be 

put to him, he would not take my call inquiring about the matter 

or return it. The NRC's action in waiting from 1986, when it 

says it determined my state of mind as to the bias of DOL 

investigators, until 1990 to conclude that I omitted expressing a 

state of mind different from the view of my client is incredible.  

The same In true of its convoluted allegation about what I did 

and didn't say in 1986 to its investigators. NRC cannot, with 

credibility, label something significant about which it has 

itself maintained silence for four years. The subterfuge is 

apparent. The NRC says my omissions--not commissions--were
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serious because the NRC "would haven done something had it known 

about what was nomittedu even though it says it discovered the 

momimsionu" three and one-half years and then did nothing. Thus, 

its deception in its NOV can logically be explained an its 

attempted rationalization of its failure to react to the lack of 

investigations by TVA's IG or to itself take some action. I was 

*stuck," an Commiissioner Asseistine put it at the March 11, 1986 

meeting, with representing TVA, but Crutchfield, Hayes and others 

are "stuck* with their four years of lethargy. it is my .  

supposition that some sort of Congressional oversight hearing is 

in prospect at which Hayes, Crutchfield and perhaps others may 

need an excuse to explain why the NRC has not acted to stem the 

recent proliferation of whistleblower complaints. Hayes and 

Crutchfield can now hypocritically respond with their four years' 

after-the-fact Nov.  

It is my understanding that the nuclear industry has not had a 

new plant started in this country since 1978. One utility 

executive has recently said that any utility representative who 

would now recommend building a nuclear plant would be taken out 

and commnitted as being mentally incompetent. Nuclear plants are 

shut down, others have not been permitted to operate, the public 

disdain for them continues and the number of whistleblower claims 

has increased. The NRC has not acted directly to help deserving 

whistleblowers, and instead of now showing present commuitment
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seeks to excuse its past inaction. Such an approach will surely 

convince whistleblowers that the NRC lacks such a casuitment.  

The NRC has thus presided over the demine of the nuclear industry 

and the misery of some deserving whistleblowers. The deception 

and subterfuge exhibited in the February 1, 1990, NOV may 

illustrate one reason for those results. Therie in an ugly and 

smelly animal in the tree, but the NRC must face it. own 

culpability for the animal's being there.  

If I thought an omission of mine actually contributed to any NRC 

failure, I would regret it, and state without reservation that I 

would not have intended it. in fact, I think it is very clear 

that nothing of the sort occurred, and I have gone into the 

detail I have because it may serve a useful purpose. NRC 

employees had all the information that I or TVA had on or about 

the time of the March 11, 1966 hearl.ng and for the four years 

since that hearing. Thus any omission by me, if there was one, 

was izwaterial.  

Similarly, in this fourth year after ending 26 years of 

employment with TVA, I regret that the NOV was tssued to TvA. I 

represented TVA's interests with all the energy and ability which 

I possessed. it certainly is understandable that TVA, in its 

continuing efforts with its nuclear plants, would not wish to 

devote efforts in 1990 to matters not raised until 1990 about 

1966. The TVA institution that I knew would nevertheless do the
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right thing. Its people were its most important asset and TVA's 

responsible posture on whistleblowers now would be to acknowledge 

that any defects in handling whistleblower complaints are its 

responsibility. To adopt the NRC strategy of saying the fault 

lies elsewhere will be of little assurance to whistleblowers.  
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